
Please note that this 
month’s Club meeting is 
cancelled.

Due to the current worries about 
Coronavirus Covid 19 spreading through 
the population, we have decided to cancel 
the meeting this Wednesday 18th March.

We hope that everybody keeps healthy 
and the warmer weather, when it arrives, 
will help contain the desease and give us 
some decent flying weather. 

We still do not have a volunteer to take on 
the role of Summer Fly-In Coordinator so 
our summer events are still at risk. If you 
are able to consider stepping into this 
role then please give Brian Finch a call 
(07775 794426) to discuss what is involved.

Stay safe everybody.
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For the latest Club updates and information please check out the club website:
https://svmc.info

2020 SUBSCRIPTIONS
A Message from the Treasurer

Members are reminded that 2020 
subscriptions are now overdue !   It is 
£20.00, the same as the last few years.

Thanks to the  members who have already 
paid, and can those that have not please do 
so asap.

Bank transfer is the preferred way – HSBC   40-
22-09   62599821   SVMC - remembering to 
identify your £20.00 payment with your name.

If you don’t do transfers please try to find 
someone who does and suitably bribe them.

Failing that there is the paypal option on the 
website ( which costs the club nearly a 
pound so avoid if you can )

If you are not intending to renew for this 
year a brief email to  andy@ashleworth.net   
or Call/ text to   07852 606 606   saying so 
would be appreciated and will avoid me 
chasing you for payment !

Any problem give me a call so we can sort 
something out.
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 The misadventures of Cold Hans and Small Hans  

It’s February 2020 and as Hans sits waiting for a flight to Iceland watching the windsock at Harshrow indicating 40 knots gusting 50 or more he reflects that there are times when the weather isn’t as good as it should be, and to fly is inviting a disaster. The tail end of storm Ciara is still hitting the UK and yesterday was chaos in terms of floods, storm damage and cancelled flights. Rather cancelled flights than ripping the wings off ! A short series of confessions as a much younger Hans pushes his limits and unintentionally puts 
himself and his son, Small Hans, at risk. Half Dutch, half German (Hans) is intolerant of his own shortcomings as a pilot as he explores the cause of some ‘tricky’ flying situations over their past 20 years... Names and places may have been changed to protect the innocent . 

 

Human limitations -

 

Cold Hans, cold everything

  

In the early years flying Hans’ children were all vying for the back seat, and always wanting to go somewhere new. This was a cold but bright winter’s morning in late 1998 and Hans had convinced Small Hans that they should wrap up warm and use the stable smooth air to take a trip from Keenland towards Hee on Wee and visit the Pilchards airstrip on the slopes of the Bleak Mountain. Around 45/50 minutes was calculated so although chilly it should have been OK. Note there was no fancy rolling map GPS for Hans in those days,
 

just a paper map on a lap board.
 

“Hokeee dokee Small Hans?”
 

Called Cold Hans into the mike as they warmed the wibble wing up.”Yaa

 

Da let us go, go, go”,
 

a small excited voice called back. And off they went. Hans held the machine below 1500 feet for a
 

while to try and keep the temperature tolerable -
 

It wasn’t. As Rass
 

on Wee went past Small Hands began to grumble –
 

“mine handies are cold Da, should we not go 
back?”

 
Hans was ok in the front with his lower portions protected from the wind and his hands were sort of OK with leather gloves inside barmits.  “Put your hands down in front of you behind mine 

back Small Hans and they will warm up

 

soonish”. Hans continued, the altitude increasing on track to clear Kitty’s Spine
 

now showing hard frost and a light
 

snow covering, it quickly went from perishing to brass monkey -
 

no joke at all. Small Hans had now gone very quiet. “Speak to me Small Hans, not 
much further, it’s around here somehere keep your eyes peeled”. The one and only time Hans had flown in previously was summer and all he could remember was straight over Kitty’s Spine and it was just off to the left… Hans couldn’t see out of his weeping eyes and the light snow on Kitty’s Spine indicated the huge difference between Keenland and the Bleak Mountain. Never a great one for turning back Hans realised ploughing on and landing was already the only viable option.

 

On they flew in total silence. 45 minutes, 55 minutes, 1 hour.
 

Looking at the map it was very clear that the bend in the river Wee was miles away from where they should
 

have been. Yes a real calamity in prospect, Hans executed a 180 and declared “Ve go back

 

Small Hans

 

–

 

ve must get down 

 

 

By Anonomous



soonish”. No reply! Ten more totally frozen minutes later Small Hans chirped back on air “Farter, 
mine Farter – dare is a hairyperlane dun below”. Ice tears of joy pored from Hans eyes as they plunged after the 3-axis plane now visible against the frozen ground below. They dare not loose visual contact or they had no chance. The plane was getting away but before it did it turned onto base then finals. Finally Cold Hans saw the Pilchards strip, they swooped into the side of Bleak Mountain landed then taxied back towards the hangars. “MINE GOTT SMALL HANS! – VE HAVE 
MADE IT”. Small Hans couldn’t speak. Cold Hans managed to unbuckle his belt and tip himself sideways out of the wibble wing pod and onto the frozen ground. He picked himself up and hauled his frozen son out of the trike. He then began to beat some life back into him! When Small Hans had recovered enough to declare he had had enough beating they both ran around flapping their arms to help move blood back into the outer regions of their bodies. Cold Hans was then in another desperate situation – the cold had impacted his german sausage to the point where having a much needed wee on the Pilchards strip was nearly impossible. “Mine gott! Mine sausage has dropped off 
in the cold” he wailed.  Cold Hans danced and pranced, squirmed and wormed, wriggled and almost piddled inside his flying suit, eventually the reluctant sausage nosed its way back out of his frozen body where the luxury of a steamy wee was finally produced. Half an hour later, father and son were both almost human again - but still with the prospect of getting home. “Ok Small Hans ve must 
go

 

now, it will be shorter and warmer this time”, Cold Hans seriously doubted his own words, but it had to be done. They strapped in, started the engine and did a full throttle climb up to the top of the strip which seemed to be halfway up Bleak Mountain. They immediately turned 180 and charged downhill for an almost instant take off. Avoiding Kitty’s Spine this time they tracked back to Keenland as low as they could go. They landed still frozen to the bone and barely spoke again until the wibble wing was put away and they were thankfully driving home.  
A hard lesson learnt. Hans has never done long flights in the winter again. And poor Small Hans missed a few flights until the painful frozen memory was more or less forgotten. The log indicates 1:25 for the out leg (with over shoot) and 0:49 return. 
The main problems with this flight?

 

1.
 

An unfamiliar strip and no formal pre-flight planning or
 

alternate airfields worked out.
 

2.
 

Flying towards high ground to a remote strip, with only a map.
 

3.
 

Not recognising the debilitating effect cold can have on your judgement.
 

4.
 

Not turning back immediately it became apparent that it was too cold for comfort
 

or safety.
 

5.
 

Putting your passenger at risk simply because you decided -
 

you’re no quitter.
 

Footnote. 

 

Hans

 

only had two serious problems –

 

the cold and not locating the destination. So what if some 
engine emergency or carb

 

ice had forced them down in those conditions? It really doesn’t bear 
thinking about. 

 

We all reserve the right to manage

 

and take

 

our own risks. None of us have the right to put other

 

lives 
at risk
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Video Gallery
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We have a couple of videos submitted by Lyndon Griffith

Looking for Runway 22 Grass

River Severn Floods March 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWioFvjFVDs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRVAACNxV1Q



Items for Sale

. 

For the latest Club updates and information please check out the club website:
https://svmc.info

Please send any future contributions to the Airscrew to the Editor Pete Smith at:
email: jellylegs56@hotmail.com       Tel:- 01594 562545
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50% share available in a fantastic 912 Rans S6!
A great opportunity to get very cheap 4 stroke flying.

Based in Gloucestershire and already hangared 

Very good performance as you'd expect with a 912. Cruises at 80mph and will well exceed 
1000fpm flown solo.

Engine and airframe have roughly 750 hours on each. 

Permitted until 14th of April, but will be extended at no extra cost for the buyer.

Recent work includes (not shown in photo):
Update of dash panel including wiring, LED replacement and general tidying
New Yaesu radio
Microavionics intercom fitted
Pilot aware fitted
Audio installed for pilot aware and iPhone
RAM mount for phone/tablet fitted

The share available is being sold on behalf of the registered owner (moved to a new 
machine) by myself, the other share holder.

£6950, plus very competitive monthly contributions including hangarage and running costs 
to be discussed. 
Call Rees on 07824704272 or email:  rees@overfarm.co.uk
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